Duckbill Fabric Face Mask With ties

 Materials:
 100% cotton fabric, tightly woven (quilting cotton, batiks, or high-threadcount sheets, for example)
 1 12” pipe cleaner, or 5” twist-tie, or 18 gauge beading wire
•
•
•

The main part of the mask may be cut from 2 pieces of fabric, each 8” x
10”. Use the patterns on the next page, or see Cricut link below.
Cut two strips of fabric, each 36” to 42” long, 2” wide, for ties
Cut one strip of fabric, 1-1/2” wide by 6” long, to use for nose wire. ½”
single-fold bias binding may be used instead.

 Pattern Instructions:
• Print the pattern pages with NO SCALING. The blue grid on the pattern
pages should measure 1” x 1”.
• Cut out both pattern pieces just outside the black lines.
• If you pin the pattern to the fabric, be sure that your pins only go
through the fabric within ¼” of the edges of the pattern. Avoid putting
pinholes in the body of the mask.
 Cricut Maker Pattern link:
https://ds4.cricut.com/#/landing/user-project/216064318
This will cut the mask pieces for the Inner and outer layers along with the
fabric strip for the nose wire. The tie straps need to be cut separately.

¼” seam
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Surgical Duckbill Mask
Bottom Half
Cut 1 of light material.
Cut 1 of dark material.

7½” across

¼” seam

4”high
Cut 1 of light material.
Cut 1 of dark material.

Surgical Duckbill Mask
Top Half

7½” across

Step 1: Prepare fabric
Tie Straps (NOTE—see last pages if
you will use serged tie straps)
Fold tie straps in half lengthwise,
wrong sides together, and press.
Open pressed tie strap and fold one
long raw edge to meet center fold,
and press.
Fold the other long raw edge to meet
the center fold, and press.
Alternately, use a bias
tape maker to make
single-fold tape out
of the tie straps (note
that they are not cut
on the bias, but that
is OK)

Nose wire binding:
Press the ends of the 6” x 1 ½ ”
rectangle down, about ½”. Then
press it into thirds, lengthwise.

Step 2: Sew straight edges on mask
Layer the Top Light
and Dark pieces, right
sides together. Stitch
the long straight edge
using a ¼” seam.
Repeat with the
Bottom pieces.

For each mask section, Top and Bottom:
1. Turn the mask section right sides out
and press the seam flat.

2. Turn the section, wrong sides
together, at the seam.

3. Press the seam edge.

Step 3: Edge Stitch and add Nose Wire pocket
Open the pressed Nose Wire binding,
lengthwise. Keep the pressed ends folded in.
On the Top section (smaller mask section),
Center the unfolded Nose Wire Binding on the
straight edge of the Light side of the Top
mask, as shown.
The raw edge of the binding should be 5/8”
from the mask seam, as shown.
Pin in place.
Edge Stitch the Top mask
along the straight edge,
catching the Nose Wire
Binding as shown, along
the fold.

Fold the Nose Wire
Binding as shown.
Top stitch the binding,
leaving one end open.
Stitch to enclose the
other end, as shown.

Step 3, continued: Edge stitch straight edge of bottom mask, 1/8” from edge

Step 4: Stitch Duckbills
Right sides together,
match the “Duckbill”
curves of the light
fabric. Pin at edges.

Stitch around the
curved section with a
¼” seam allowance.
Keep the short
straight sides open.

Right sides together,
match the “Duckbill”
curves of the dark
fabric. Pin at edges.
Stitch the curve.

Step 5: Clip curves and turn right side out
Carefully clip the curves, taking care not to
snip the stitching.

Through the unsewn
short ends, turn the mask
right side out.
The light duckbill lining
should be pushed into
the dark outer fabric.

Finger press the
duckbill flat. Fold the
bottom straight edge
over the duckbill, as
shown.

Where the Top-to-Bottom seams
meet, finger press the inner and
outer seams in opposite directions,
as shown.

Step 6: Tie straps
Open pressed tie strap.
Fold in half lengthwise and
mark center. Lay opened
tie strap even with the
short raw edge of the
mask, matching the center
length to the seam. Pin tie
strap to mask.

Starting at edge of
mask, stitch along fold
to sew tie strap to
mask.

Turn mask over, dark
side up. Fold tie strap
over to dark side of
mask to bind the raw
edge. Pin or clip.

Step 6, continued: Tie straps
Edge stitch tie strap
to mask. Continue
edge stitching tie
strap to its end.

Finish by stitching
across the end of
the tie.

Flip mask over. Starting at the
previous stitching, edge stitch
the other end of the tie to the
end.
Repeat with the second tie
strap.

Step 7: Fit darts
In order to prevent the mask from gaping at the side of the face,
small fitting darts should be sewn at the side seams.
Fold the mask sides
together at the
seam, as shown.
Stitching slowly
through all layers,
stitch a dart from the
outer edge to the inner
edge of the binding, as
shown.
Repeat on other side
of mask.

Step 8: Insert Nose Wire
The nose wire can be a 10” pipe cleaner folded in half, a twisty-tie, or
a 5” piece of aluminum beading wire, or other narrow 5” piece of
bendable metal.
Slide the nose wire into the Nose Wire Binding through the open
end. It can be remove for washing.

Congratulations, your Duckbill mask is done!
Wear the mask with the bigger side under your chin. Tie the Bottom tie straps
around your neck, fairly snuggly without choking yourself.
Pull the mask up over your nose and tie the Top tie straps over the upper part of
your head.
Press on the upper edge of the mask to mold the nose wire over the bridge of your
nose.
The mask should fit close to your face all around the edges so that the air will be
filtered through the cloth and not come in around the edges.
The “duckbill” will hold the fabric away from your mouth, making it easier to
breathe and talk with the mask on. As long as the edges are touching your face,
your air will be filtered.
Avoid touching the outer surface of your mask once your have adjusted it.

To remove your mask, first untie the ties around your neck. Next, untie the
ties around your head. Assume that the outer surface of your mask is
contaminated and remove the mask, holding it by the ties.
Place the mask where it can be laundered, and wash your hands.

